Supporting independent
Helping food lovers find
Empowering
food in our local
the best food near them
independent vendors
communities
in real-time

THE PROBLEM
• Research shows the biggest
barrier to visiting markets
and purchasing independent
food is a lack of awareness of
the options available.
• In a mobile-first world
customers now expect
accurate, local, real-time and
detailed information to be
available at the tap of a
button.
• Time-limited customers often
default to high-street
options because they lack
basic information about
better alternatives.
• Independent food vendors do
not have the time, tools and
skills to meet these
information requirements.
• Despite producing better
quality, more authentic and
reasonably priced food
vendors struggle to compete
with major chains who have
substantial market budgets
and engagement reach.
• The demand for independent
food exists, but the
information gap leads to a
failure to connect this
demand with supply.
• Vendors, markets and
local economies
suffer and our retail
spaces become
increasingly
homogenised.

WHAT IS HAWKKER
The Hawkker platform is free,
and comprises of a mobile app
for eaters and a mobile app and
web dashboard for vendors.

HAWKKER HELPS VENDORS
• With a a few taps, vendors are
able to efficiently share their
location, live menu
information, prices and
discounts in real-time.
• Mobile-first customers who
expect this level of real-time,
detailed info are able to make
purchase decisions with
increased confidence.
• Vendors can easily capture
transactions and gain insights
from their customers to help
them innovate their food and
grow their businesses.

WHO IS HAWKKER
Hawkker was founded in London
by Zeid Bsaibes, a classically
trained chef with a background
in food, small business and tech.

HAWKKER HELPS EATERS
• The Eater App takes the
guesswork out of visiting
local markets.
• Eaters are able to access realtime information on local
vendors, menus and prices.
• They can filter and search on
payment options, and dietary
and cuisine info.
• Eaters earn loyalty discounts
for purchasing from small
vendors and giving them
feedback.

